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Some preliminaries
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Motivation
• For another project, collected data on bank directors

– They sometimes sit on Federal Reserve Bank (FRB) boards

• Do banks obtain private benefits?
– Potential for conflicts of interest since they do not resign 

from their employers while serving as Fed directors

– Supervisory leniency? Information?

• Composition of Fed boards debated sporadically at 
least since 1930s, but still little literature on this topic
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Basic Facts about Reserve Bank Boards

• 12 Reserve Banks are separately incorporated not-for-profits
– Supervised by board of directors

• Board structure determined by Federal Reserve Act
– 9 directors at each FRB

• 3 class C directors appointed by Board of Governors

• 6 directors nominated and elected by member banks in district
– 3 class B directors represent the public

– 3 class A directors represent the member banks

• Directors serve staggered terms of 3 years each
– Generally at most two terms

• For purposes of election, banks grouped by capital into 3 
groups: small, medium and large
– Each group elects one class A and one class B on a rotating basis

– Each member bank can nominate a candidate and has 1 vote

– Only 1 subsidiary of a bank holding company can vote
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Analysis
• Case study of board meetings of the New York Fed 

(Information? Supervisory leniency?)

• Who is elected a director? (Is directorship valuable?)

– Cannot identify universe of potential employers for nonbanks, but can 
for banks

• Event study around election for all publicly-traded employers 
(Valuable? Information?)

• Insider trading by individuals on and off Reserve Bank boards 
(Information?)

• Enforcement actions (Supervisory leniency?)



Identification strategy

• Benchmark Class As against Class Bs and Cs

• Individual fixed effects in insider trading 

results

• Instrument for “postfedboard” in EA analysis
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Some Selected Results

• Class A directors show up more to board meetings 
with more reporting officers

• The average stock price reaction to the appointment 
to the board of a FRB is positive
– This effect is entirely driven by Class A directors

• The market reaction to insider trades while on Fed 
boards is higher…for banks

• There seems to be a shift in enforcement action type 
for banks with Fed directorships
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Data
• Election data 319 elections (A+B directors) for directors on board between 

1990-2009 

• “Population” data sets on banks and BHCs 1987-2009

• Enforcement action data 1989-2009

• Minutes of meetings of NY Fed 2007-June 2013

• American Banking Association 1982-2016 (with gaps of 3 years) Wayback 

Machine of website

• Fortune Most Admired Lists web archives and back issues of  magazine 1982-

2016 (missing one year)



Table 1: Meetings of the NY Fed
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Table 4: Director attendance at meetings of NY Fed
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Evidence suggests…

• Meetings provide information

• Class A directors are more interested in this 

information
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Table 3: Director elections



Director elections

• Although A are contested, why so few nominees?

• Bopp (1937): feature of Fed director elections since 

the inception of the Federal Reserve System

– Local banking associations control the nomination process. 

This discourages outsiders from standing for election

– Bopp (1937, p. 530) as “…it is in these extra-legal 

procedures that the real control of the A and B directors 

lies.”

→ Examine this using ABA data
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Table 6: Number of nominees
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Table 7: Which banks get elected
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Evidence suggests…

• Class A directorships more valuable than B

• Reputation (bank size and ABA leadership) 

predicts election 
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Event study around nomination and 

election for publicly-traded employers

• Of 808 elections+appointments, 269 involve publicly-

traded employers

• When does market learn the information?

– 116 nomination dates (76 class A and 40 class B

– 237 election dates (104 class A, 58 class B, 75 class C)

• For banks: if parent is public use parent company 

information 
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Features of event study

• Stock price data for all publicly traded firms is from CRSP

• Market model and a constant mean return model with a 255 
day estimation period ending 46 days prior to the 
announcement date

• Most district-level elections: one class A and one class B 
director are elected on the same day: this may violate 
independence of abnormal returns

– Look at elections involving one director

– Also look at elections with only one director from publicly-traded 
employer

• Also do robustness checks without events with confounding 
news 



Table 8: Event study
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Table 9: Cross-sectional analysis
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Evidence suggests…

• Market believes banks gain from Fed 

directorships
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Insider trading

• Look at trades of insiders and market reaction 

to trades of insiders who sit on board of the 

Fed-both on and off the board

• Same person, same company: does Fed 

directorship make a difference?
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One notable example: Jamie Dimon

• Jan 10, 2009: Dimon attends board meeting

• Jan 15, 2009: Dimon is not at meeting

• Jan 16, 2009: Dimon buys 500,000 shares in 

JP Morgan (direct ownership)

• July 5, 2012: Dimon attended a board meeting

• July 19, 2012: Dimon misses the board 

meeting and executive session 

• July 19 & 20, 2012: Dimon buys 360,000 

(direct ownership)
25
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Table 10: Market reaction to insider trades
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Evidence suggests…

• Market believes information Class A directors 

conveys better news about their employers 
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Enforcement actions
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Table 12: EAs
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Cumulative EA for banks who sat 

on fed boards at some point

• 10 BHC firms with data in entire window
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Identification strategy

• For banks: use number of BHCs in district as an 

instrument for postfedboard

• For BHCs: use number of Fed member banks in 

district as instrument for postfedboard

• Intuition: number of institutions is a proxy for 

contestability, but number of BHCs should not affect 

EAs banks receive and vice versa
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Table 13: EAs postfedboard
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Evidence suggests…

• Fed directorships may be associated with an 

increase in risk-taking accompanied by some 

supervisory leniency
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Conclusion

• Federal Reserve Act requires that boards administer 
affairs of bank “fairly and impartially and without 
discrimination in favor of or against any member 
bank or banks”

• It appears as if banks with Class A directorships 
obtain some private benefits from their positions 

• Whether this is socially optimal is a bigger question


